
 

DR. Jean Mentor Meeting Minutes 

Date: 10 Oct 2013 

Time: 3PM  

Venue: Admin building level 9. George's office 

DR. Jean Labs 
Attendees: 

1. Agurz Gary Leong (Project Manager) 
2. Denise Wong (Deputy Project Manager/UX Developer) 
3. Nicholas Li (Business Analyst) 
4. Rafael Loh (UI Developer) 
5. Eleazar Lim (Lead Developer) 
6. Janan Tan (Lead Developer) 
7. Marcus Ng (Business Partner from NTU) 

 

Mentor Attendees: 1. George Han(IIE Mentor) 
 

Agenda: 1. Introductions to the team 
2. IIE Umbrella of Mentors 
3. Applying for iJam Grant 
4. Applying for SPRING ACE Grant 
5. Applying for Academic Affiliates Scheme 
6. Marketing tactic sounding 
7. Review of proposal 
8. Deliverables/Goals 

 

Discussion Details 

IIE Umbrella of 
Mentors 

IIE works on umbrella system, George is our main mentor but he will 
schedule other complementary mentors for us based on what we need to 
bring the start up further. 
 
Dr Virginia (Entrepreneur in Residence) 

 24th October meeting with her to further discuss and for her to assign 
a mentor to us (on basis we are applying for grant) 

o Possibly business/ecommerce experts  

 She will take Sqkii further post-fyp all the way to putting them in 
touch with venture capitalists 12months or earlier down the road 
when the product takes off 

 
George 

 Mentors : can meet up to once a week, and at least once every 
fortnight 

o Chargeable, but IIE will cover the cost under above 
conditions 

o Mentors  

 Technical aspect Dr Jean has it mostly covered, lower chances of 
needing a technological mentor 

o Only for enabling certain functions like access to servers or 
sounding ideas off them (industry expertise) 



 
iJam Sqkii has already applied, only missing the full time founder to meet the first 

tier requirements.  

 George offered to speed up the application process if we can find 
this full time founder. Faster if we apply through IIE. 

SPRING ACE Another possible government grant we can apply for 

 50K funding 

 Can be used to pay for licenses, servers 
 
Conditions 

 First time founder must hold higher equity – driver/controller 

 Founders must come up with 30-70% of funding – SPRING will match 
o Can be done in stages/tiers 

 

Academic Affiliates 
Scheme 

Apply by sending George(IIE) and email  

 For joint university ventures 

 10K Prototype development fund 

 Send over 2 major milestones and technical deliverables and targets 
for each milestone (not tied to subscriber counts) 

o Specific features/functions enabled in each milestone 
o Patent pending can and should be included in the 5 Nov 

milestone – though only in SG, but proves you have a 
differentiated product in the market 

 
Conditions 

 Only can be used for technical developments 

 Released in 2 tiers of 5K 
o Suggested 1st one 5 Nov after release of prototype for 3 

platforms (Admin, Advertiser, User) 
o Suggested 2nd one on 1st week Jan (must be at least 2 months 

later) 
o Take photos of receipts and keep, claim later by sending 

screenshots to George 

Marketing Tactic 
Sounding 

Eleazar: offer 1000 free impressions for trial, then if you choose to convert 
you pay for both the previous 1000 and new 1000 impressions that you want 
to buy. 
 
George advised that it is not such a good marketing tactic 

1. Number of free impressions too high 
a. Too many defeats the ‘teaser’ purpose 
b. Should reduce it, suggested maybe 200 is enough 

2. Bad sell, like baiting people to come in, then making them pay for the 
bait 

a. Deters advertisers who want to convert because its like the 
first 1000 impressions is not free anyway, why should they 
pay for previous impressions? 

b. Suggested offer free 200, then consider it “sunk cost” in 
order to gain advertiser count 

c. Problem with above point: Sqkii still needs to payout to users 
d. George suggested offering 200 free then some how 



 
marketing the price so we work the cost of the first 200 into 
subsequent purchases of impressions by the advertiser 

e. Denise suggested first 200 free, then next 300-1000 charge a 
higher price than 4cents per impression (current rate), then 
subsequently from 1001st impression onwards offer a 
“loyalty discount” and revert back to normal 4cents per 
impression rate to work the costs in 

Review of Proposal George likes the idea, likes the business model representation in the 
proposal. Clean, simple, and easy to get in one glance. 
 
He liked the competitive analysis table of pricing between different forms of 
advertising as well 

 Suggested we might want to focus on the end of the spectrum closer 
to us – i.e. the smaller scale advertisers, rather than MRT or trucks 

Deliverables or 
Goals 

Discussing about target number of advertisers and users to achieve 

 George suggested 100-500 advertisers and 1000-5000 users by end 
of FYP 

 To discuss this with Dr Virginia / other mentors 

 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1 Apply for Academic Affiliates 
Scheme 

Eleazar Lim Before 22nd October 2013 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:08PM. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

Next meeting will be scheduled on 22 Oct 2013, 12PM. 

DR. Jean Labs 

Recorded/Updated by: Denise Wong 

Reviewed By: Agurz Gary Leong 

Mentor 

Updated and confirmed by: Mr. George Han 

Date: 18 Oct 2013 


